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STRUCTUR Flat cap
This is a finishing element for walls, foundations and posts, which is both
decorative and protective of fencing structures against snow, rain or frost.
Its smooth surface allows the free drainage of water, whereas the split face ensures
the visual compatibility with the split face elements of the fence wall.

The flat cap Structur is available in 4 sizes: 43cmx43cm (split on 4 sides),
27cmx50cm (split on both sides), 27cmx43cm (split on 4 sides), 43cmx50cm
(split on both sides). The colors and dimensions  are matched to  hollow wall blocks
and hollow post  blocks of the Structur collection.

 

Color chart

Splitted

white anthracite sand gray

Attention: Colours with a phone icon: Only on order product.

Recommendations and information:

Installation on frost-proof glue. Sealing with silicone necessary. Installation after a minimum of 2 days from the time of filling the walls
and pillars with concrete. It is recommended to impregnate with an agent preventing the accumulation of dirt and moss fouling after a minimum
of 30 days from the end of assembly works.

If unevenness is found, grind the upper surface of block to ensure that the caps adhere perfectly to the blocks underneath them.

Recommended for use with Structur fencing blocks. 

Drips: none

Production: made with the use of the one-ply technology and splited

Attention: For technological reasons pallet’s weight may change.

Shapes and dimensions



Product details

Number of elements in the system: 1

Appearance: powierzchnia łupana przypominająca naturalny kamień, 4 sizes, split on 4 sides (wall blocks) and split on 2 sides (post blocks)

Designation: finishing and protection of the fence walls and posts

Material: vibro-pressed concrete: splitting

Logistic data

Pallet weight [kg]

43x43 cm - split on 4 sizes: 260

27x43 cm - split on 4 sizes: 330

27x50 cm - split on 2 sizes: 350

43x50 cm - split on 2 sizes: 300

Number of layers per pallet

5

Number of pieces per pallet

43x43 cm, 43x50 cm: 10

27x43 cm, 27x50 cm: 20

See the product online on your smartphone


